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Abstract
This article explores the innovative deployment of the "Urban Data Mural" as a participatory design tool
in urban sustainability research. Situated within the framework of open science, the project facilitates a
dynamic interaction among urban data stakeholders—territorial managers, scientists, and citizens. The
mural serves as a platform for these actors to engage directly with data production and utilization
processes, thereby addressing commonchallenges such as data accessibility, comprehension, and origin
awareness. Through workshops and collaborative activities, the mural integrates diverse data types—
from open data provided by major platforms to sensitive data from research and government sources—
into a cohesive system that supports urban planning and policy-making. This approach not only
democratizes data access but also enhances stakeholder understanding and contribution to urban
sustainability efforts.
Keywords : Participatory workshop; Urban sustainability; Data visualization cards; Stakeholder
engagement; Collaborative design tools; Open science; Community mapping; Data
democratization; Design thinking

Introduction and context elements
Measuring theAnthropocene’s impact on its surroundings requires a growing abundance of data related
tourbanenvironments, sourced fromopendata portals, citizen collections, contributions to international
databases, as well as various sensors (Edwards, 2017). The three main actors—territorial managers,
scientists, and users—who both produce and consume this data, each have distinct needs from it. They
may suffer from a lack of awareness regarding the data's origins, face limited access, or only partially
understand the information available (Gonzalez-Zapata & Heeks, 2015; Negev, 2012). Within the
framework of the France 2030 acceleration strategy, the PEPR (Priority Research Programmes and
Equipments) for SustainableCities and InnovativeBuildingsaims to facilitate scientific exchangesamong
these three stakeholders on the topic of the future of our cities.
Moreover, the concepts of open data, big data, smart cities, and sustainable urban development are
becoming increasingly pressing issues for local governments. While there is an eagerness to harness
these resources to enhance city management and planning, there is also apprehension regarding the
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implications of producing and sharing data (Falco & Kleinhans, 2018; Kassen, 2018; Martin & Begany,
2017). This trepidation stems from a misunderstanding among city managers about the processes and
benefits of data production. Despite the necessity for local support, there exists a gap in feedback
mechanisms, quality improvement efforts, and inputs from inhabitants. As researchers from Université
Gustave Eiffel, specializing in the study of cities of tomorrow, we are dedicated to bridging this divide.
Our mission is to facilitate communication among all stakeholders regardless of their expertise level :
town halls, social housing providers, city management companies, network operators, and, crucially,
citizens themselves. We thus sought an adaptable and versatile tool that could be tailored to various
contexts and terrains. The card-based design facilitates active participation and encourages
contributions from all, creating a dynamic space for shared understanding and collaborative problem-
debate.
The creation of a participatory science tool using urban data cards addresses a gap in the current
landscape of urban sustainability and innovative building research. There has been a lack of tools that
combine a participatory approach with a critical reflection on the quality and availability of data needed
to tackle these subjects.Existingmethodsdonot simultaneouslyengagediverse stakeholders—territorial
managers, scientists, and citizens—while also scrutinizing data reliability and accessibility.
By integrating a collaborative, card-basedworkshopmodel, we aim to bridge this gap. This tool facilitates
a comprehensive examination of urban data, encouraging participants to contribute their insights and
perspectives. It promotes an inclusivedialogue that enhancesunderstandingandutilizationofbothopen
and sensitive data. Consequently, this approach not only democratizes data access but also fosters a
collaborative environment where stakeholders can discuss solutions for sustainable urban development
and innovative building practices.

Theoretical framework
Data as an interface between researchers, locals and stakeholders
With the ongoing global digitalisation of society and its interactions, data has become the trading
currency at the heart of a growing part of the world economy (Nuccio & Guerzoni, 2019). While such a
transition comes with obvious caveats regarding privacy or sovereignty if left unregulated (Hummel,
Braun, Tretter, & Dabrock, 2021), it also presents itself with the opportunity to empower citizens and
foster collaboration (Thoneick,Degkwitz, & Lieven, 2017). By givinggood-willingmembers of the society
themeans to understand data, the stakes at hand, and take control of it, socio-ecological transitions can
be accelerated rather than hindered (Rosário &Dias, 2022).
Cities are well-suited ecosystems around which to build such initiatives, with a high population density,
great diversity of actors operating on it, and over-abundance of data produced over a small area. Urban
data has the potential to bring together citizens, researchers and administrations, bridging the
information gap and opening the door to a form of collaborative planning addressing both local and
global issues (Istrate, Popartan, Auerbach, Gaspari, & Tavangar, 2023).
We believe that data can be the common language through which the socio-ecological transition to
smart and sustainable cities is done in an inclusive and respectful way. As researchers, our objective is to
gather, create and disseminate knowledge to better society. Designing a collaborative research tool to
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engage citizens in data science is one step towards achieving this goal (Binet, Gavin, Carroll, & Arcaya,
2019).

Figure 1 : Urban data dynamics and the data sink framework

This diagram represents a centralized "Data Sink" that consolidates data from various sources for urban
analysis and planning. This includes open data from major providers like INSEE (Institut National de la
Statistique et des Etudes Economiques), IGN (Institut Géographique National) , and platforms like
OpenStreetMap, as well as sensitive data from governmental and research institutions. Local authorities
and citizens also contribute, enhancing the repository's diversity and utility.
Access to this data sink is tiered, balancing the openness of certain datasets with the protection of
sensitive information. This structured access necessitates ongoing scientific support to ensure effective
use and contribution by all stakeholders.
A mediation tool to foster dialogue, exchange knowledge and initiate change built on
design thinking
In fields of place-based applied research such as urban informatics and sustainability science, traditional
scientific communicationandacademicprocessesmayprove ineffective, failing topermeate the relevant
spheres of civil society and poorly accounting for the researchers’ situated knowledge (Horlings, Nieto-
Romero, Pisters, & Soini, 2020). With those issues in mind, we decided to approach our research
questions by engaging first and foremost with local communities of actors (local governments,
companies, inhabitants and researchers) in a few select places, chosen for their diversity of situations and
relevance to sustainability and data studies. The workshop format thus appeared the best option to put
diverse communities on an equally as possible footing to participate in the co-creation of the research
program, refining orientations and raising interrogations in the hope of achieving a common goal.
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For the past few years, several French non-profit organisations have developed similar thematic
workshops around socio-ecological issues (“ClimateFresk”; “TheDigitalCollage”; “BiodiversityCollage”),
met with critical public acclaim. Considering their success and growing familiarity among the general
public, we have drawn inspiration from these serious games to design the form of our workshop, while
keeping amore research-grounded function.
The workshop was created with a design thinking framework (Carlgren, Rauth, & Elmquist, 2016;
Chasanidou, Gasparini, & Lee, 2015) in mind as a way to minimise the unwanted effects of a top-down
approach, providing us with a means to put ourselves on the level of the future users. This process was
adapted to better fit our research-oriented goals, building upon similar experiences from other
academics (De Vos, Xin, & Emmanouil, 2018; Schelle et al., 2015). Design Thinking involves several key
stages: empathize, define, ideate, prototype, test, and implement (Cerejo&Barbosa, 2012). These stages
ensure a comprehensive approach to understanding user needs, generating creative solutions, and
refining those solutions through feedback and iteration.
For the Urban Data Workshop, we focused on the first three stages of Design Thinking—empathize,
define, and ideate—to facilitate the workshop activities. This approach allowed us to deeply understand
the participants' perspectives and urban data challenges. The empathize stage involved engaging with
participants to understand their needs and experiences with urban data. The define stage focused on
identifyingandarticulating thekeyproblemsandobjectives related tourbansustainability and innovative
building data. Finally, the ideate stage encouraged collaborative brainstorming to generate creative
solutions and strategies formanaging and utilizing urban data effectively.
Beyond the workshop itself, the development of the data cards for the Urban Data Mural extended
through the remaining stages of Design Thinking—prototype, test, and implement. We created and
iteratively refined a set of 50 data cards detailing various data typologies, their specificities, qualities,
collection methods, and scales. This iterative process included prototyping the cards, testing them in
workshop settings, and implementing feedback from participants to continuously improve the tool.
After each iteration, we revised the workshop to try and overcome the challenges met: as such, it is an
ever-evolvingprocessof iterative co-creation,with the inputof eachparticipantbeing taken intoaccount
for potential modifications before the next session. The main themes and structure of the workshop are
also adapted according to the participants’ profile and locally relevant issues.

Designing the workshop
Designing Interactions: Bridging Data and Dialogue in Urban Sustainability
We initially acquiredMethodKits as a pedagogical tool for a previous project, recognizing their potential
for rich and multifaceted exploitation (Bornoe, Bruun, & Stage, 2016; Möller, 2018). Prompted by the
establishment of a research support project focusing on sustainable urban and innovative building data,
we sought to re-purpose this dynamic, rooted in Design Thinking, towards two foundational objectives:
to catalogue the necessary data for constructing an information system for urban research and to foster
interactive connections between civil society and researchers.
However, theMethodKit alone proved insufficient as it did not encapsulate the concept of data and their
characteristics (Roy &Warren, 2019;Wölfel &Merritt, 2013). To address this gap, we created a set of 50
cards detailing data typologies, their specificities, qualities, collectionmethods, and scales. For example,
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urban noise data could be derived from computational models or collected through individual sensors,
offering lesser quality but encouraging participatory engagement.
This set of cards on heterogeneous data typologies is dynamic, evolving through workshops as
participants highlight gaps, facilitating discussions not only about the data used in their research or
arguments but also about how these data might be better processed, projected at different scales, or
integrated into a big data system with algorithms or automation. The discussion also extends to
unavailable data, prompting considerations on how such datasets could be constituted or opened up.
Once participants have selected and detailed their thematic focus using the MethodKit or other means,
facilitators of the "data mural" engage them in exploring which data could be used to support, objectify,
or challenge their statements. Questions are raised about the type of data relevant to their topic, its
format, accessibility, reliability, etc. The primary goal is to expand awareness of the possibilities available,
both for the information system team and for the participants themselves.
Data Licensing andAccess:OpenAccess Data LicenseProprietary Data LicensePaid Access Data LicenseOwner Private License

DataGeographical Scope:Data AreaWorldData Area FranceData Area Europe

Data Scale and Structure:Data Scale IRIS (French district)Data Scale Grid Pattern

Data Type:Data Plain TextData TableData VectorData RasterData 3DModelData Audiovisual

Data Set:UnstructuredStructured
DataQuality:Data SatisfyingData BadData Fine

Metadata:Well DescribedNone
Update Frequency :DailyReal TimeYearlyFrozen in Time

Security Concerns:ConfidentialRestricted AccessConcerns None

Data Sources:SurveyModelMeasurementCalculationSensor/IndicatorPure Creation

Data Producers:State AgencyCitizen ScienceLone ResearcherResearch Team

Data Availability:Communicated AboutPublished in FullUnavailable

Table 1 : summary of the set of cards on data typologies

Results
Unravelling the urban data mural
The "Urban Data Mural" was experimented with during a study day in La Chapelle Nord in Paris in
March 2024, gathering a diverse audience ranging from researchers to citizens, as well as
associations, entrepreneurs, and students from various disciplines.
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Designed as an evolving tool, it has been intentionally developed within an open design framework,
allowing for adaptability and inclusiveness. To enhance participation and ensure inclusiveness, we
opted to produce a set of cards in French, moving away from the original MethodKit cards.
These200cards, eachdetailinga specific topic andadditional information, notonly capture theurban
challenges pertinent to the terrain but also reflect the unique characteristics of the neighbourhood
undergoing significant transformation due to threemajor development projects.
The goal was to ensure individual resonance through varied formulations of the cards, addressing the
different perspectives of the participants. The workshop facilitated a rich dialogue, with participants
actively contributing their insights on their sections of themural towards the session's end. However,
we identified two areas for improvement: the need to create bridges between participants for amore
enriched collective reflection, and the provision of accessible data sources. It became apparent that
participants were largely unaware of the landscape ofmajor data producers in France and had limited
knowledge of potential data sources. Consequently, we are iterating our approach to introduce a set
of cards dedicated to leading open data providers such as INSEE, IGN, or Data.gouv, to support the
arguments presented in response to urban challenges.

Figure 2 : Example of a portion of the urban datamural realised at La Chapelle Nord (Paris)
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For instance, when a participant wished to discuss diversity in local schools, we could direct them to
the national education open data portal, highlighting data types like the "Social Position Indices (IPS)
of students." This mediation tool exemplifies the potential of Design Thinking in shaping urban
dialogues and co-constructing knowledge, paving the way for more inclusive and informed urban
interventions, all while embodying the ethos of open design in its ongoing development.
Documentation and Archiving
During the session, various means are employed to document the event: photographs, note-taking,
and audio recordings. All these activities are carried out with the prior consent of the participants to
respect their rights to image and speech. The mural, which can extend over several meters, is
systematically photographed for our archives, thereby ensuring the preservation of the ephemeral
discussions and creations of the day.
Creation of a Fanzine
As a token of appreciation to the participants and hosts, we produce a summarising fanzine of about
ten pages. Createdwith aDesign Thinking spirit and a particular focus on accessibility, this document
aims to be both easy to read, visually appealing, and aesthetically pleasing. It compiles the themes
discussed during the workshop, the explored locations, and the addressed issues, enriched with links
to the used resources or visited places, as well as excerpts from themural's feedback sessions.
This fanzine aims to be an alternative publication, diverging from traditional academic formats to
embrace a more handmade and accessible approach for everyone. It reflects the collaborative and
inclusive dynamics of the workshop while providing a tangible platform to share the accumulated
knowledge and experiences. Through this initiative, we aspire not only to value everyone's
participation but also to disseminate the session's reflections and discoveries to a broader audience,
thereby contributing to a better understanding of the challenges of sustainable urban development
and urban data.
This effort of feedback, combining documentary rigour and creativity, underlines our commitment to
promoting a culture of exchange and open dialogue.

Discussion
Internal Impacts
The "Urban Data Mural" participatory tool offers several internal benefits that directly enhance the
processes and culture of the team involved in the Sustainable City and Innovative Building
Information System. Firstly, it enables a better understanding of the complexity and heterogeneity of
urban data. By manipulating and discussing various data typologies through methodological cards,
teammembers can refine their data management and analysis approach. This tool also aids in better
understanding the target audience of the information system by integrating direct feedback from
users during sessions. This interaction enriches the database by listing and cataloguing data providers
as well as the specific characteristics of the data sets.
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Moreover, the mediation game created for this tool facilitates exchanges among team members
about future data management, promoting a cohesive and coordinated approach. The creation of a
complete, replicable, and distributable tool instils a culture of design thinking and an iterative,
inclusive process within the team, thus strengthening continuous innovation and adaptability. The
"Urban Data Mural" serves as a dynamic platform for continuous training within our team. Through
internal training sessions, we use the feedback and methodologies developed during the mural
activities to continuously enhance our skills and knowledge. This approach ensures that our team
remains adept and responsive to emerging urban data challenges. In line with our commitment to
accessibility and community engagement, we actively distribute the card supports of the tool as open
sourcematerials.
By writing and publishing these resources, we detail the methodologies, discoveries, and best
practices gained from the tool, making them widely available to both the academic community and
the public. This open source distribution fosters a broader understanding and adoption of our
innovative approaches. Additionally, the interactions and needs identified during the mural sessions
inspire ongoing technological innovation. We are committed to developing new technologies and
digital platforms that stemdirectly from these insights. This not only enhancesour internal capabilities
but also ensures that our interventions remain cutting-edge and highly relevant to the evolving
landscape of urban sustainability and datamanagement.
External Impacts
Externally, the "Urban Data Mural" serves as a strategic dialogue tool for researchers, municipalities,
and other territorial actors, facilitating the exchange of knowledge and strengthening partnerships.
By positioning itself as a mediator in an open approach, the tool promotes the dissemination of
scientific culture to thepublic, helping todemystify complexurbandataandpromoteamorenuanced
understanding of urban challenges.The tool's ability to highlight urban data research projects and to
value the research work or data collection tools created by fellow researchers also contributes to
enhancing the visibility and impact of the conducted research. This, in turn, fosters deeper
appreciation and increased recognition of research efforts in the field of urban sustainability and
construction innovation.
The "UrbanDataMural" tool not only facilitates dialoguewithin diverse urban sectors but also actively
expands our network. By regularly inviting experts and practitioners to participate in our sessions, we
foster a collaborativeenvironment thatbridgesacademicandprofessional communities. This strategy
enhances our partnerships and integrates a wide range of insights into our projects, ensuring that our
approaches are comprehensive and well-informed. To continuously improve our processes and
outputs, we are committed to establishing robust monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. These will
assess the tool's effectiveness in enhancing data management practices and in cultivating a data-
driven culture within and beyond our organization. This ongoing evaluation is crucial for identifying
areas for improvement and for ensuring that our initiatives effectively address the needs of the
communities we serve.
Some participants expressed frustration over the non-implementation of their proposals. However,
this sentiment opens up opportunities to explore democratic tools such as participatory budgeting
and citizen assemblies, which fall outside the university's purview. By incorporating these democratic
mechanisms, stakeholders can still see their contributions materialize in meaningful ways, fostering a
sense of ownership and engagement in the urban planning process. This shift towards broader civic
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participation underscores the potential for collaborative governance in achieving sustainable urban
development, an aspect often lacking in participatory urban planning initiatives (Geekiyanage,
Fernando, & Keraminiyage, 2021). As such, this workshop provides a much-needed deliberative
space for diverse communities, as highlighted in similar experiments (Sharp et al., 2022).
What’s next
After implementing the Urban Data Mural in various contexts and across diverse territories, we are
now planning to integrate this work into the Big Data Information System that is currently being
developed for our research teams. The outcomes of the murals, the challenge cards, data and
suppliers, as well as the feedback obtained, will be incorporated as data sources into the system,
setting the stage for a new field of experimentation. This approach of engaging with various
stakeholders will not only enrich the design of our information system for sustainable cities and
innovative buildings but will also prompt us to think about creating bridges between a physical
environment, represented by the cards and murals, and a virtual environment, materialised by a web
interface. This interface could generate statistical reports and cartographies based on the insights
drawn from themurals.
By integrating tools like Jupyter notebooks, pre-configured to interact with our data sink, we plan to
enable users to generate customized reports based on their selections of location, issues at hand and
data providers. This open field of experimentation promises to offer each participant of themural the
opportunity to quickly produce scientific contributions, such as analysis reports with their chosen
data. Our ultimate goal remains to promote participatory science that is interactive, well-
documented, andmeticulously designed, serving everyone.
The integration of the Urban Data Mural into our Big Data Information System thus exemplifies our
commitment to harnessing collaborative and innovative approaches to data management and
research. By bridging the gap between physical and digital realms, we not only enhance the utility of
urban data but also foster a culture of inclusiveness and scientific advancement. This initiative is set
to transform the landscape of urban research, making it more accessible, responsive, and significant
for all stakeholders involved.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the "Urban Data Mural" workshop has offered a practical example of how design
thinking can be applied within urban sustainability research. It employs a participatory approach that
seeks to include various stakeholders—from local governments to citizens—in the dialogue about
urban data use. This approach has encouraged an exchange of knowledge and perspectives, aiming
to involve each participant in the creation of solutions to urban challenges. The experience has shown
the value of open science in making data access more transparent and fostering cooperation, which
is essential for thoughtful urban planning and policy development. As we continue to refine our
methods and widen our interactions, we hope to support the ongoing adoption of participatory
science as a useful tool in our efforts towards sustainable, data-driven urban development.
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